Lower absence
with Attender
Automatic registration
of attendance with online
classes in Microsoft Teams

Faster registration
that saves time and secures
more time for teaching

Gamification

motivates students to
show up to class
and lowers absence

Intelligent statistic
that automatically shows
students in the dangerzone

Try Attender
On www.attender.uk you can
get access to a free demo.
Get more details on the next page...

Attendance registration in Web,
Apps or in Microsoft Teams
Attender takes a modern approach to an old problem - attendance regsitration and how to prevent
dropouts.

Save time on attendance registration
Attender is fast and easy to use. The interface is built to look
like popular apps, so it is intuitive. This saves minuttes each
time you mark attendance.

Gamification motivates students to show up
We use gamification to motivate students to attend class.
Teachers also get rewarded when they registrer attendance- in
time.

Statistics with AI

Carrot instead of whip

The statistical interface uses AI to spot trends and who you
should be aware off.
Our Movers N´Shakers interface shows teachers behaviour of
students that could be a potential problem. This could be a
student that is always abscent from a particular course.

The goal with Attender is to use a carrot and
not a whip. We motivate student by gamification and the opportunity to earn points. And
we make it faster and easier to mark attendance so there is more time for learning.
Attender is for all school types. And functions
can be turned on or off deping on your
needs.

Attendance registration in Microsoft Teams

Contact me

Attender is made for both physical and online learning. You
use automatic attendance registration if the class is online in
Microsoft Teams.

Heine M. Jensen
+45 4240 7787
heine@attender.dk

Attender is for:

Web

iPhone

Android

Microsoft Teams
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